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Chapter 1146

At this time, at Aurous Hill Airport, Wade’s private plane deployed in Aurous Hill was
ready to take off at the end of the runway.

As long as Charlie got on the plane, the plane could take off immediately.

And this plane can send Charlie to Changbai Mountain in two hours.

In contrast, the private jet of the Wu family takes at least three hours.

Moreover, the Wu family does not have the Wade family’s ability to simultaneously
mobilize resources across the country or in the world.

As the Eight Great Heavenly Kings arrive at Changbai Mountain, there will be no
helicopter waiting for them. At best, Wu’s family will prepare off-road vehicles to take
them to the foot of the mountain.

According to Mr. Orvel, from Changbai Mountain Airport to the small village where the
Wei family lives, off-road vehicles need to drive at least two hours without snow.

If it snows and the road conditions are not good, it will take more than three hours to
arrive.

But the helicopter is much faster, flying straight, forty minutes.

So Charlie still has time, and he can definitely arrive before the Eight Heavenly Kings.

The helicopter stopped directly at the end of the airport runway, next to Wade’s
business jet.



As soon as Charlie got off the helicopter, the door of the business jet opened.

What he didn’t expect was that it was Issac who opened the door!

Charlie looked at him in surprise and asked, “Why are you here?”

Issac hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade I really don’t worry about you going alone. I’m afraid you
don’t want me to follow, so I can only do this. Please don’t blame it.”

Charlie nodded gently: “You are already here, and I can’t drive you down. Let’s go and
let the plane take off as soon as possible.”

Mr. Orvel knew that Charlie was Issac’s young master for a long time, so he was not
surprised about it. However, he knew very little about the Wade Family, so every time he
met Charlie, he respected Charlie as Mr. Charlie instead of Mr. Wade.

Of course, this is also related to Charlie’s unwillingness to reveal his identity. If you call
him Mr. Wade, some people may be able to connect him with the Wade family.

However, Liang on the side was stunned by this young master.

Issac is a smart man. He knew that the young master brought Liang with him, and he
knew that Liang was already his confidant.

Moreover, since the young master is going to take him to Changbai Mountain, he must
be ready to show his skills in front of him, so there is no need to deliberately conceal his
identity.

Liang was shocked at this time, he knew who Issac was, so with Issac’s young master,
he immediately guessed the identity of Charlie.

At this moment, he was shocked.

He never dreamed of Mr. Wade, not only a master with the ability to reach the sky, but
also the eldest master of the Wade family, the top family of Eastcliff!

The superior strength is already admirable, and he didn’t expect the family background
to be even more prominent!



No wonder everyone says Mr. Wade is a real dragon on earth!

With such ability and background, of course it can be called the four characters of the
real dragon on earth!

Thinking of this, he immediately knelt on one knee and said respectfully to Charlie: “Mr.
Wade, you are the very noble young master of the Wade family, but you are willing to
fight the injustice for me, for my dead mother, and win the family property for me. I am
unforgettable!”

Charlie said calmly: “Liang, if you are grateful and want to follow me with all your heart, I
will definitely give you a splendid wealth!”

After all, he looked at Mr. Orvel and smiled and said, “Mr. Orvel, you are the same.”

Orvel immediately knelt to the ground and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade as early as the
moment you rescued me from Wu’s bodyguard, my life is yours!”

Chapter 1147

The Wade Family’s business jet drew up in the dark, galloping in the direction of
Changbai Mountain at a very fast speed!

The speed of this airplane is indeed much faster than that of ordinary airplanes. Even
Charlie couldn’t sigh. No wonder Wade Family can stand on top of China’s top family.
You can tell from the details of the airplane alone.

In important cities across the country, arrange such airplanes to ensure that the family
can arrive one step ahead of others in case of emergency. As long as they seize the
opportunity first, they have the possibility of winning.

Issac told Charlie: “The young master actually still has a faster plane in the Wade family,
but there is one and only one of this plane, which was stored by Master Wade at
Eastcliff Airport.”

“Oh?” Charlie asked curiously, “Is there a faster plane?”



“Yes!” Issac nodded and said, “I don’t know if you have heard of the Concorde? Years
ago, the French developed a supersonic passenger plane that can fly at twice the speed
of sound and cruise at an hourly speed. 2150 kilometers.”

Charlie said in surprise: “I have heard of Concord Technology, but isn’t this aircraft
already retired?”

Issac said: “Retirement is just withdrawing from the public’s vision. That’s because this
aircraft is flying too fast, the flying cost is too high, and the noise of breaking through the
sound barrier during flight is too loud, and ordinary people can’t afford it. However, after
retiring, four of the best in condition were bought by the world’s top big families. After
they were bought, these aircraft have always received the best maintenance.”

Charlie couldn’t help but marvel.

Unexpectedly, his grandfather still has such a big hand, and bought a Concorde airliner.

But this also shows the extraordinary courage of the older generation of entrepreneurs.

Regardless of the fact that a Concorde airliner may be extremely expensive, but with it,
the father can be two or three times faster than others at the most critical moment.

An ordinary business jet can fly at a maximum speed of eight or nine hundred
kilometers per hour, but the Concorde can reach 2.5 times that!

If there is a $1 billion order, waiting to be signed in the United States, and whoever can
get the order soonest, then the Wade family must be the only one to get the order.

Someone else’s plane takes eleven or twelve hours to fly, while this plane only takes
about five hours. In other words, he has already signed the contract before others
arrive.

Two hours later, Charlie’s plane had landed at Changbaishan Airport.

At this time, on the side of the runway, a helicopter was already waiting here.

After Charlie got off the plane, he asked Issac, “Help me ask the airport staff if Wu’s
private plane has landed here.”



Issac hurriedly made a call with his mobile phone. After a while, he admired Charlie and
said, “Mr. Wade you are so knowledgeable. The airport tower has just received an
application for an exclusive private jet. They will land in an hour, here.”

Charlie nodded in satisfaction: “One hour’s time advantage is enough. Let’s go to the
foot of Changbai Mountain to see the scenery!”

Then he stepped into the helicopter that had been waiting for a long time.

Issac, Mr. Orvel and Liang also boarded the plane.

The helicopter immediately climbed and flew towards the foot of Changbai Mountain.

The time at this moment was more than four o’clock in the morning, and because it was
winter, there was no trace of the sky to light up at this time.

However, a round of beautiful moon in the sky still clearly outlines the outline of the
earth.

The helicopter flew out of the airport and passed over the city. Right in front of it was the
majestic Changbai Mountain.

The outline of Changbai Mountain under the moonlight is particularly clear. Because the
whole mountain range is white, it looks very beautiful under the moonlight.

Forty minutes later, the helicopter landed one kilometer outside the village.

Chapter 1148

Mr. Orvel had been to Changbai Mountain once before, so he was somewhat familiar
with the terrain here. He pointed to a snow-covered mountain road next to the plane and
said to Charlie: “Mr. Wade this is the only road into the mountain. If the Eight Heavenly
Kings at home don’t take a helicopter, they have only one way to come.”

Charlie nodded and said, “If that’s the case, then we’ll stay here and wait.

Mr. Orvel hurriedly said, “Mr. Wade do you want to call all of our men here to help?”



Charlie faintly spit out two words: “No need.”

Issac was somewhat worried about the safety of the young master, and couldn’t help
but said: “I also understand the eight heavenly kings of the Wu family. They are indeed
strong. You may not be their opponent. To be cautious, let’s call some people over to
help! “

Charlie waved his hand and said coldly: “To deal with today’s matter, only the four of us
are present, and only the four of us know about it. If anyone other than us knows, they
will be punishable!”

The other three people looked horrified.

They could hear the powerful pressure and the strong domineering from Charlie’s
words.

It seems that Charlie wants to keep all the eight heavenly kings here today!

The Eight Heavenly Kings at this time just landed at Changbai Mountain Airport.

After the plane landed, the eight people walked out of the plane and then left the airport
directly through the normal passenger passage.

They were not like Charlie. Charlie didn’t go through the passenger passage at all, but
took a helicopter off the runway.

The main reason why they did not receive such treatment was that the Wu family had
no influence here at all.

The Wu family is a Aurous Hill family. Although it is the so-called first family in Aurous
Hill, it is far behind the real top family.

Their strength is mainly covered in the Aurous Hill area, and they have begun to decline
after crossing the north of the Yangtze River.

And the strength gets weaker as it goes to the north, not to mention the Changbai
Mountain which is so close to the north.



However, although top families like the Wade family are Eastcliff’s family, their national
development strategy, just like the United States’ global development strategy, must be
two words: comprehensive dominance.

The United States is the global hegemony, and the Wade family is the national
hegemony.

For Wade Family, it has the home field anywhere in the country.

If Wade’s family thought, they could kill the Wu family anytime in Suzhou, in the Wu
family base camp.

This is the embodiment of the strength of a top family!

At this time, the Eight Heavenly Kings headed by Linyuan, after leaving the airport, saw
two off-road vehicles parked at the airport gate.

These two off-road vehicles were the drivers temporarily arranged by the Wu family.

The Wu family has no influence here. The 16 people sent yesterday rented 5 off-road
vehicles here before they went to rescue the Wei family and his son.

This time, the Wu family rented two off-road vehicles at a high price online and let the
Eight Heavenly Kings drive there in person.

After the Eight Heavenly Kings got off the plane, they took two off-road vehicles and
headed towards the mountains.

On the road, Linyuan, the head of the Eight Heavenly Kings, was sitting in the co-driver.
He picked up the walkie-talkie and said coldly: “Brothers, we have to drive more than
two hours. Anyone who dares to stand in front of us will be killed without mercy!”

Chapter 1149

On a mountain road that stretches for tens of kilometers, two off-road vehicles drove
one after the other.



These two vehicles are also the only two vehicles on these dozens of kilometers of
mountain roads.

Driving in the snow is not easy, because when you look around, the lights can hit all the
places in white.

Linyuan was dazzled by the white snowfield outside, and said with some annoyance:
“That kid Charrlie is really a beast. Since the father and son offended him, he just sent
them to this bird place. What are they doing in a ghost place that doesn’t sh!t? It’s really
unlucky for us to come here now.”

The man driving the car said helplessly: “I asked before I came, this Charlie kid is a
devil. He not only likes sending people here to dig ginseng, but also likes sending
people to black coal pits to dig for coal, I heard that he had previously brought the boss
of a listed company to a construction site to carry cement.”

“What’s this?” Linyuan said lightly: “Have you forgotten how the Beggars died? A dozen
people were welded to death in the car and sank to the bottom of the river. The bodies
have not been salvaged until now, knowing that they are waiting for them. What is fate?”

The driver smiled and said, “Everyone is dead, what fate is there?”

Linyuan said: “There are fish, shrimps and crabs in the river. A car-welded iron cage is
sunken at the bottom of the river. There are more than a dozen dead bodies inside.
Sooner or later, these people will be eaten into bones by those fish, shrimps and crabs.
Small fish eat skin, have you all done small fish massage at fish spas? That kind of fish,
even the dander will be eaten completely, and it won’t take long for them to leave even
a trace of meat on their bones. “

A man in the back row blurted out, “No wonder the family wanted to kill him, this kid is
so evil!”

Linyuan said indifferently: “We can’t take it lightly. Today’s battle must be retired.”

The driver asked, “Brother, do you think there will be masters on Changbai Mountain?”

“Probably not.” Linyuan said: “The people Regnar sent here just a few hours ago.
According to the only one who survived, the other party did not have close contact with



them, it was all gunfights. So I guess the other party should have no master, just
bodyguards with guns.”

“That’s good.” The driver said with a smile: “We are brothers. We have practiced golden
bells and iron jerseys when we were young. I dare not say that we are top masters, but
it is definitely not something that ordinary bullets can hurt. It seems tonight It’s just a
battle of butchering dogs. You can win easily and return to Suzhou triumphantly.”

Another man said: “It would be fine if Charlie was here too, we can definitely kill him and
go back to receive the reward from Mr. Wu!”

Linyuan smiled and said, “That Charlie shouldn’t be here. The Wu family investigated
before. Before we set off, the others were still in Aurous Hill.”

Having said that, Linyuan said with emotion: “It would be great if he was there, holding
his head back and returning to Mr. Wu. Mr. Roger said he would give us several
hundred million.”

The driver said at this time: “By the way, brother, since this Charlie is so evil, does the
strange disease that the second son of the Wu family developed some time ago has
something to do with him?”

Linyuan shook his head: “This is really bad, but it’s not impossible.”

As he said, he said with emotion: “The strange disease of the second son is really
unheard of. It has not been cured for so long, and there has been no relief. It is really
weird.”

At this moment, Charlie on the hillside stood in the snow with his hands full and
negative.

Behind him, Issac, Orvel and Liang were already shaking in the snow, their faces pale
and purple.

While rubbing his hands, Issac cursed his mother: “The eight heavenly kings of this dog
day are too slow to come! I think it will be bright in an hour!”



Orvel looked at Charlie and asked with concern: “Mr. Wade are you not wearing so little
clothes?”

Charlie shook his head slightly, now he has no fear of severe cold.

Don’t say standing here for an hour or two, even if you let him stand here for a day or
two, or for a month, he will never get frostbite.

Chapter 1150

Liang also sucked his nose from the cold. When the four of them first arrived here,
Charlie was worried about exposing the target, so he let the helicopter go first.
Otherwise, he could sit in the helicopter for a while, at least to block the cold of
Changbai Mountain wind.

After waiting for another ten minutes, Charlie suddenly saw four beams of light from two
cars on the winding mountain road.

Issac also saw the light and said nervously, “Mr. Wade they should be here!”

Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “After waiting for them for so long, I almost fell
asleep.”

Orvel hurriedly took out a pistol from his waist, gritted his teeth and said, “d*mn, I want
to see how awesome these eight heavenly kings are today!”

Charlie said lightly: “Mr. Orvel, put the gun away, the gun is useless to them.”

Mr. Orvel was taken aback, but after a while he figured it out again.

He had seen some skills in the metaphysical world before, including Charlie, who was
able to directly order Tianlei. If a warrior with a deep cultivation base can block bullets, it
is not surprising.

Issac asked at this time: “Mr. Wade what will we do later? If there is anything we can
help, please let us know.”



Charlie smiled slightly and said, “You don’t need to help anything, just follow behind me
and watch.”

Orvel said hurriedly: “Mr. Wade you can just draw a few sky thunders and cut these
eight heavenly kings directly into ashes, just like that fake Feng Shui master in Aurous
Hill.”

Charlie smiled and said: “I’m tired of always using thunder to strike people. Since today
is an encounter with martial artists, let’s just use force to discuss it.

Issac had never seen the scene where Charlie struck Aurous Hill with thunder, but he
had heard of it and heard a little.

But he has always felt that it should be a coincidence, because he has never seen
anyone who can order Tianlei in his memory.

Although the Wade family knew a lot of people in metaphysics, they had never heard of
anyone who had the ability to reach the sky.

At this moment, seeing the two cars continuously hovering up the winding mountain
road and getting closer and closer, Charlie took the initiative to walk to the center of the
mountain road and walked down the mountain.

The remaining three looked at each other and hurriedly followed.

Linyuan was already drowsy while sitting in the car, but the brother who was driving took
a look at the navigation and said to him, “Brother, we are almost there.”

Linyuan hurriedly asked, “How far is it?”

The other party said: “The navigation display is less than 5 kilometers away.”

Linyuan stretched out and said cursingly: “It’s finally here. Let everyone cheer up. No
matter how weak the enemy is, we can’t take it lightly.”

One of his juniors immediately took out the walkie-talkie and said: “Everyone cheer up,
we are almost there!”



The person in the car behind replied via the walkie-talkie: “Yes, we have already started
warming up.”

The vehicle continued to drive, and at the moment when it turned a curve, the driver
suddenly saw the light hitting directly ahead, and there was a person standing in the
middle of the road!

The driver beside Linyuan exclaimed: “f*ck, is that a human or a ghost?!”


